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RPA to News Editors, Producers: Stop Covering Up 
Main Cause of Climate Breakdown – Animal Abuse
RPA’s Elephant in the Newsroom campaign urges newspersons to stop promoting  
animal abuse and obstructing animal advocacy.
By David Cantor

This fall, Responsible Policies for 
Animals Correspondent Ben Lot-

ka has been busy in RPA’s Elephant 
in the Newsroom campaign, urging 
major news venues to report truth-
fully about roots of climate break-
down in animal abuse, especially our 
species’ misguided raising of other 
animals for food.  
     Newspersons and climate experts 
pretend burning fossil fuels is the 
main cause of climate breakdown, 
reducing fuel use and switching to 
“renewable energy” the solution.  We 
cannot solve such a massive prob-
lem by addressing lesser causes and 
ignoring major ones.

Years-Long RPA Endeavor
     Aiming to make climate-break-
down discourse useful, RPA has long 
worked to enlighten newspersons 
who determine what the public will 
read and hear about climate break-
down (euphemistically, “climate 
change” and “global warming”).  Ben 
is intensifying the effort by sending 
major print, television, radio, and In-
ternet news venues a letter from RPA 
with the November/December 2009 
World Watch magazine article “Live-
stock and Climate Change.”
     The article, by two undisputed 
authorities associated with the World 
Bank (an institution that promotes the 
Biocaust, not animal or environmen-
tal activism), debunks previous low 
estimates of climate-breakdown gas 
from the meat, dairy, fish, egg, feed, 
and agrichemical industries, putting 
the figure at more than fifty percent.  

Climate experts relied upon by news 
invoke much lower figures debunked 
in the article.
     The World Watch article, ignored 
by the news industry for a decade, 
has not been refuted.  By accepting 
obsolete, low figures, news denies 
climate activists, the public, and gov-
ernment the chance to reverse climate 
breakdown.  Thus, news promotes 
animal abuse, since (1) animal abuse is 
the main cause of climate breakdown 
and (2) climate breakdown abuses all 
animals, including human beings.

Intractable News Industry
     The news industry is one of 
the most powerful engines of ani-
mal-abuse culture, constantly rein-
forcing all of the false and harmful 
assumptions that generated ani-
mal-abuse culture in the first place.  
News comports with conventional 
wisdom and community values, 
framing facts and analysis to appeal 
to audiences, advertisers, and under-
writers.  Before the Civil War, news 
largely sided with human slavery, 
not Abolitionism.  Throughout the 
Industrial Revolution, news has pro-
moted industries that abuse nonhu-
man animals and human beings alike.
     This moment is no different.  With 
three animal or plant species vanish-
ing every hour, and with human be-
ings and other animals abused more 
all the time, news perpetuates beliefs 
that human beings are entitled to oth-
er animals and their natural homes 
and ecosystems and are not morally 
obligated to reduce animal abuse.

Long Way To Go
     Civilization abuses every ani-
mal on Earth one way or another: 
breeding them for human purposes 
(eugenics); releasing mercury, lead, 
oil, dioxin, and countless other sub-
stances into their bodies; destroying 
their natural homes and ecosystems 
by clearing land; crushing, crashing 
into them, and poisoning them with 

automobiles; hauling them out of 
oceans, lakes, and rivers where they 
live; killing them in massive numbers 
for human safety, property and crop 
protection, experimentation, pseu-
do-foods for human beings, pets, and 
other animals … the list is endless.
     Animal abuse cannot be reduced 
as long as news, which provides 
billions of human beings with facts 
and frameworks for thinking about 
the facts, casts in a positive light zoos, 
aquariums, pet industries, hunting, 
fishing, meat, dairy, fish, egg, feed, 
and agrichemical industries, all vari-

continued on page 3

“Newspersons 
and climate  
experts pretend 
burning fossil 
fuels is the main 
problem ….”
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In addition to activities reported in 
this issue of Persons, past issues, 

and RPA’s e-Updates, lots more is 
also “cooking” at RPA:

10,000 Years Is Enough Campaign.  
An eighth RPA mailing to the fifty 
states’ land-grant-university (LGU) 
presidents will tell them of disasters 
they could have prevented or less-
ened if they had heeded RPA’s effort, 
staring in 2003, to get our LGU col-
leges of agriculture out of the meat, 
dairy, fish, and egg industries and to 
publicly announce the reasons.
     One of many examples: If our 
LGUs, which influence food pro-
duction and policy worldwide, had 
acknowledged long ago that human 
beings are natural herbivores sick-
ened by eating from animals, perhaps 
horrific outbreaks of Ebola virus 
could have been avoided.  Word 
could have reached people in Africa 
who contracted and spread Ebola 
from killing and eating fruit bats 
carrying the virus.
     In addition to LGU presidents, 
RPA has written many times to LGU 
trustees and the 50 states’ gover-
nors, LGU trustees by holding their 
office as well as responsible for state 
food, health, environment, and ani-
mal-abuse policy.
     Soon RPA will also submit more 
accreditation complaints to decertify 
LGUs for stonewalling RPA’s cam-
paign.  
     RPA submitted its first accredi-
tation complaint to the agency that 
oversees Cornell University, Penn 
State University, Rutgers University, 
the University of Delaware, and the 
University of Maryland (see Persons, 
fall 2018).  The agency dismissed 
RPA’s complaint based on non-sub-

stantive technicalities.  While we 
resubmit to that agency overcom-
ing its objections, we will also file 
complaints with the other regional 
university accrediting agencies.

Enlighten the Luminaries Cam-
paign.  RPA continues to send letters 
and literature to ever more authors, 
experts, and spokespersons who 
blatantly mislead the public about 
human nature, other animals, the 
living world, and solutions to the 
intractable problems and disasters 
rooted in animal abuse.
     Raised like everyone else on 
animal-abuse policy, culture, and 
practice, the Great Chain of Being, 
human supremacy, speciesism, and 
other false and harmful ideologies, 
authorities on biology, anthropology, 
food, government, ethics, ecology, 
medicine, spirituality – just about 

every aspect of public discourse – 
routinely mislead the public in ways 
that promote animal abuse.  Many 
repeat notions that human beings are 
naturally violent, that human beings 
are natural omnivores, that humans 
evolved as hunter-gatherers (not 
even a type of animal!), that other 
animals are not persons and are lesser 
than human beings, that devastating 
human innovation is “progress,” 
and other false and harmful beliefs 
debunked by science but still pow-
erful in policymaking and personal 
decision-making.

Elephant in the Newsroom Cam-
paign.  News policy includes pro-
moting animal abuse – animal abuse 
being everything human beings do 
to and with other animals and their 
natural homes and ecosystems.  It 
is impossible to stamp out the news 
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Other Burners
In addition to these up-
dates on RPA’s activities, 
see the all-new Campaigns 
page at www.RPAforAll.org.
By David Cantor
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ety of products made from and tested 
on nonhuman animals, and manu-
factured products that contribute to 

animal abuse and the Biocaust.  
     RPA’s Elephant in the Newsroom 
campaign works to ensure that news 
will tell the truth about animal-abuse 
policy, culture, and practice – includ-
ing climate breakdown.  Only when 
it does will human beings be able to 
grasp the abuse of others that they 
contribute to and the misery they and 
their families endure from animal 
abuse.

What Human Misery?
Standard animal advocacy informs 
a small segment of the public that 
pays attention about the most horrif-
ic suffering human beings inflict on 
other animals, urging people to care 
enough to speak out against some of 
the most acute forms of animal abuse 
and to avoid purchasing animal 

products and products tested on non-
human animals.  
     One reason the long-applied pop-
ular strategy does not reduce animal 
abuse is that targeted industries only 
represent a small portion of abuse.  
Another reason is that human beings 
in civilization are beset with an un-
naturally large number of obligations, 
concerns, and problems, so that few 
are able and willing to consider mat-
ters they do not perceive as affecting 
the wellbeing of themselves, their 
family members, close friends, and 
their communities.
     As outlined in RPA’s free brochure 
Human Misery: The Animal-Abuse 
Factor, formal education and news 
suppress rather than teach the reality 
that animal abuse in its full scope 
accounts for nearly all human misery.  
Animal abuse causes nearly every ter-
rifying infectious disease that ravages 
human populations, the non-commu-
nicable diseases that kill the most hu-
man beings, toxic substances in fresh 
water, air, topsoil and human bodies, 
intensifying hurricanes, droughts, 
and fires devastating families and 
communities, and more.
     So, far from drawing attention 
away from horrific suffering of 
nonhuman animals, RPA’s unique 
strategy of emphasizing harm to 
human beings makes it more likely 
animal abuse will receive the atten-

tion required for needed change to be 
achieved.
First Things First
     Climate experts acknowledge that 
climate breakdown is just one aspect 
of the Biocaust.  But they don’t pub-
licly state that in addition to assault-
ing Earth’s climate, the meat, dairy, 
fish, egg, feed, and agrichemical 
industries assault human bodies, the 
bodies of quadrillions of nonhuman 
animals, Earth’s oceans and fresh 
water, and Earth’s soil.
     

Animal abuse should be the num-
ber-one target for reversing climate 
breakdown: It drives most other 
disasters as well.  Merely addressing 
carbon-dioxide from fossil fuels rings 
paltry in comparison.
     Ensuring that newspersons un-
derstand these matters is crucial to 
creating needed change: A benighted 
public and government cannot mean-
ingfully solve any major problem.

“Civilization 
abuses every  
animal on Earth 
one way or  
another ….”

industry’s speciesism and human 
supremacism by correcting one 
objectionable report, commentary, or 
discussion at a time.
     RPA will mail its upcoming 
brochure Elephant in the Newsroom: 
A Newsperson’s and Citizen’s Guide to 
Truthful Discourse on Animals, Includ-
ing Human Beings to many hundreds 
of influential newspersons, as well as 
university journalism instructors, in 

coming months.  The brochure will be 
posted at www.RPAforAll.org, and 
a great many newspersons will be 
alerted to the brochure through news 
releases, advertisements, email, and 
other means.
     Many RPA members and friends 
will recall that RPA received a 
foundation grant many years ago to 
prepare and distribute Elephant in the 
Newsroom as a booklet.  RPA mem-

bers donated to the project an amount 
roughly equal to the grant amount.  
The core principles that need to be 
urged upon newspersons can be re-
duced to a format much briefer than 
a booklet, and producing a brochure 
will have big advantages: More peo-
ple will read a very brief publication 
and quickly get the gist, and we can 
notify and mail to far more people 
with available funds.

“Ensuring that 
newspersons  
understand  
these matters is 
crucial ….”

continued from page 1
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Thank you for your support, and have a wonderful 2020!
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New Methods for Good Reasons

Responsible Policies for Animals’ 
pioneering advocacy method can 

be briefly described as demanding  
that institutions – news, universities, 
schools, government, others – (1) stop 
promoting animal abuse by reinforc-
ing long-held false and harmful be-
liefs that promote animal abuse and 
stymie animal advocacy, and (2) sup-
plant those harmful debunked beliefs 
with the truth about human nature, 
other animals, and the living world 
according to empirical knowledge.  

RPA’s method is political, aiming to 
change policy, not personal attitudes 
and choices.  Policy determines per-
sonal choice – personal choice doesn’t 
change policy – and animal abuse is 
civilization’s foundational policy.
     RPA’s method differs fundamen-
tally from standard animal advoca-
cy, which mainly decries atrocities 
against nonhuman animals and tries 
to persuade people to stop support-
ing them financially through less-be-
nighted shopping and eating choices.

     Standard animal advocacy is good, 
well-intentioned work by good peo-
ple.  But, like good work for human 
beings, it has no potential to under-
mine bad policy.  If it could reduce 
animal abuse, that would be clear by 
now.  It can’t.
    RPA thanks all of its members for 
making possible a uniquely creative effort 
to establish an altogether new paradigm 
rather than merely lament suffering from 
the existing one.

 
Schooling for Life 

How K-12 Schools Can Help End Our Species' 
Millennia-Long Animal-Abuse Policy, Annihilation 

of Nature, and Resulting Human Misery 
(First Edition, 2016) 

A White Paper from Responsible Policies for Animals 
By David Cantor, Executive Director, Responsible Policies for Animals 

dcantor@rpal.org * www.RPAforALL.org 

Responsible Policies for Animals' (RPA's) white paper Schooling for Life: How K-12 Schools Can Help End Our Species' Millennia-Long Animal-Abuse Policy, Annihilation of Nature, and Resulting Human Misery is an important part of RPA's educational program aimed at establishing justice for all animals, including human beings. Ignorance of basic biology - knowledge of the kind of animal human beings are, their natural relationship to the rest of the living world, and impacts of their unnatural practices and lifeways on themselves and other beings - is a major obstacle to justice and to sound policy capable of supplanting long-established life-destroying practices and lifeways with those consistent with reversing the millennia-long Biocaust perpetrated by our species. See my essay "Beyond Humanism, Toward a New Animalism" for full definition, nature, and origins of the Biocaust, at the above website; hard copies available on request. This first edition of Schooling for Life has four aims: (1) to assert the obligation of K-12 schools to teach children the truth about civilization's destructive impact on human beings, other animals, and the natural world; (2) to outline realities human beings must learn and live and govern by to reduce the vast scope of animal abuse and the misery it inflicts on humans and other animals; (3) to name some helpful sources on the matters at hand; and (4) to elicit comments from readers to help establish schooling for life as the norm, to improve and expand the paper for future editions, and to aid in the effort to reverse the Biocaust and reduce the misery it causes. In three decades of full-time animal advocacy, investigating proximate and root causes of animal abuse and communicating with people in all walks of life and a great range of institutions, I've encountered, in all segments of society, shocking ignorance of the basic components of biology. I consider this ignorance a major factor in abysmal policies regarding food, health, environment, industry, war, and the economy; incalculable suffering in human beings and Earth's other animals; and our species' long and continuing assault on nonhuman animals and the living world. Hence the need of Schooling for Life. The situation the white paper addresses is not the fault of K-12 instructors; all of them whom I've known personally through an entire human lifetime (including some family members) are knowledgeable, talented, and dedicated. Many years of teaching experience, a recent review of K-12 curricula, a lack of public influence on them, broadcast discussions of K-12 schooling,extensive reading about it, and communications with education departments, school boards,administrators, and teachers indicate that teachers are by and large prevented from teaching whatchildren most need to learn and required to suppress science that debunks received belief andconventional wisdom.Schooling for Life proposes a way for K-12 schooling to help our species out of the painful conundrum that all that sustains our outsized population and facilitates its comfort, convenience, recreation, and amusement abuses nonhuman animals and devours the living world. Teachers, administrators, and curriculum designers strive to teach children what they need to know as functioning members of modern civilization - enormously complex, unnatural institutions and systems. The task is difficult enough under a dubious assumption that civilization is entirely a good thing reflecting perpetual "human progress." Schooling for Life promotes a healthy skepticism 
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The Case for Ending "Animal Science" 
Documented A White Paper from Responsible Policies for Animals 

By David Cantor, Executive Director, Responsible Policies for Animals 

www.RPAforAll.org 

"Animal science" - training, propaganda, research, sales, and public relations for the meat, dairy, fish, 

and egg industries at our land-grant universities' colleges of agriculture - is devastating to human 

health and wellbeing, nonhuman animals, and Earth's ecosystems, and contrary to basic principles of 

education. Rooted in beliefs debunked by many fields of study, "animal science" is the most insidious 

instance of academic conflict of interest. The sources listed after the assertions in this document 

represent a vast body of work showing how anachronistic and destructive "animal science" is and why 

our universities must eliminate it. Inclusion in this document does not mean a source or its author(s) promotes an end to" animal science" 

or endorses any assertion, claim, argument, activity, objective, or goal of Responsible Policies for 

Animals. 
Format. Each section of The Case Against "Animal Science" Documented consists of a statement 

contributing to the argument that "animal science" should be eliminated, followed by sources, listed in 

alphabetical order by author, that provide knowledge, information, and analysis supporting the anti-

" animal science" statement. Many of the listed sources support more than one of the anti-" animal 

science" statements. 
► "Animal science" and other academic conflict of interest corrupt universities, deceive

and mislead students, and put private profits and careerism above human and ecological

health and wellbeing, human morality, and the pursuit of knowledge.

Bok, Derek. Universities in the Marketplace: The Commercialization of Higher Education. Princeton: 

Princeton UP, 2003. Greenberg, Daniel S. Science for Sale: The Perils, Rewards, and Delusions of Campus Capitalism. 

Chicago: U Chicago P, 2007. Greenberg, Daniel S. The Politics of Pure Science. Chicago: U Chicago P, 1999. 

Krimsky, Sheldon. Science in the Private Interest. New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003. 

Reuben, Julie A. The Making of the Modern University: Intellectual Transformation and the 

Marginalization of Morality. Chicago: U Chicago P, 1996. 
Soley, Lawrence C. Leasing the Ivory Tower: The Corporate Takeover of Academia. Boston: South End 

P, 1995. 
Washburn, Jennifer. University Inc.: The Corporate Corruption of Higher Education. New York: 

Basic Books, 2004. White, Geoffry D., Ph.D., editor, Campus, Inc.: Corporate Power in the Ivory Tower. Amherst, N.Y.: 

Prometheus, 2000. 
► Universities dominate the hierarchy of institutions - government, news, public relations,

schools, families, profit industries, youth and civic groups, and others - that determine what

human beings eat; agriculture-college deception regarding food is especially harmful.

 
 How do I get started?

 
     Think mundane, ordinary, 

commonplace.  Special outings or trips 

are usually not necessary.  Free-living 

animals live in and around homes, lawns, 

yards, schools, workplaces, playgrounds, 

parks, gardens, trees, roads, parking lots, 

and other everyday places.

     Habituate yourself to noticing 

them and spending a full minute 

or more contemplating them.  That 

minuscule black insect or red arachnid 

crawling over the page of your book 

like a punctuation mark in motion is 

worth knowing, just like the skittish 

woodchuck, rabbit, bird or squirrel out 

back, the fish at the edge of a pond, and 

the bee maneuvering over a flower.   

     Animal-knowing just means directing 

your attention to whoever is making 

their go at life without direct human 

involvement.  If sensational animals 

happen to live in your vicinity, great – 

the idea is just that burning fuel abuses 

nonhuman animals, and most people 

don’t need to travel to practice animal-

knowing.  Forget yourself, your tasks, 

your gadgets and media; it’s all about 

a member of another species whose 

ancestors contributed to the ecosystems 

humans thrive on and destroy today.

 

ANIMAL-

KNOWING 

Responsible Policies for Animals

P.O. Box 891, Glenside, PA 19038, USA 

             
             

     RPA@RPA1.org  

215-886-RPA1

www.RPAforAll.org

a free guide from

Responsible Policies for Animals,

a tax-exempt educational 

nonprofit organization

Help protect 

nonhuman animals 

by restoring our 

species’ natural 

affinity for them. 

NOTE: Some nonhuman 

animals can be dangerous 

to human beings.  Act 

accordingly.

 What am I or the other  

 animals supposed to get out  

 of it?

     As with other forms of meditation, 

there is no single result everyone should 

expect from practicing animal-knowing.  

But it is not surprising that people use 

words like “amazing” or “profound” or 

report powerful experiences of empathy 

and gratitude for animals they didn’t use 

to notice at all.  Some people feel more 

indignant over harm civilization does 

to nonhuman animals and their natural 

homes.  Not surprising, since humans have 

an innate affinity for other animals and are 

genetically related to all of them.

     In their original, natural habitat teeming 

with other animals, devoid of words and 

civilization’s infinite distractions, original 

human beings directly experienced and 

observed everything and everyone.  Doing 

so provided valuable knowledge, fostering 

safety, health, and wellbeing.  Animal-

knowing restores on a small scale our 

species’ original experience. 

 
 

 Tell Responsible Policies for Animals 

 your animal-knowing experience.  

 

 Happy knowing!

and massively destructive way of life. They did 

not know about viruses, bacteria, nutrition, ecol-

ogy, or chemistry.  Most early humans probably 

found hunting unnatural and immoral in aggres-

sively harming others.  But the weaponed class 

prevailed, developing into the tyrant class  our 

species still struggles to free itself from today.

     Eliminating predators made the world safe for 

agriculture.  Living in one place, growing food 

strictly for themselves, and living in permanent 

shelters led humans to demonize and persecute 

“pests.”  A cycle of animal abuse and human 

misery took hold: The more status the weaponed 

class acquired, the more human societies came to 

depend on animal abuse; the more humans de-

pended on animal abuse, the more they suffered 

from it themselves.       It is not too late to free the living world of hu-

manism and break the tragic cycle.  This requires 

struggle, dedication, and sacrifice by those who 

desire a just and humane world. The New Animalism: Everyone’s 
 Best Hope

     Responsible Policies for Animals works daily 

to debunk humanism, teaching the new animal-

ism.  What only benefits humans does not suffice: 

We must make policy comport with the common good 

of all animals.  Through its website, lectures, inter-

views, literature, and campaigns, RPA explains 

why promoting equal autonomy, ecology, and 

dignity rights of all animals is the single best 

thing humans can do for their families, their na-

tion, their species, other animals, and the living 

world. 

 You Can Help – Join RPA!
     
     Your Responsible Policies for Animals mem-

bership donation of $25 or more, by mail or 

www.RPAforAll.org, gives you RPA’s unique 

bumper sticker, newsletter, updates – and the 

knowledge that you are contributing to the need-

ed change.  Ill, indigent, or incarcerated – 

be a donation-free honorary member.

Selected SourcesHarris, Sam.  The Moral Landscape: How Science Can 

Determine Human Values.  New York: Free Press, 2010.

Hart, Donna and Robert W. Sussman.  Man the Hunted: 

Primates, Predators, and Human Evolution, Expanded 

Edition.  Boulder: Westview, 2009.
Karlen, Arlo.  Man and Microbes: Disease and Plagues 

in History and Modern Times.  New York: Touchstone, 

1996.
Mills, Milton R., M.D.  “The Comparative Anatomy of 

Eating.”  (Find online by title.)
Ponting, Clive.  A New Green History of the World: The 

Environment and the Collapse of Great Civilizations.  New 

York: Penguin, 2007.Quammen, David.  Spillover: Animal Infections and the 

Next Human Pandemic.  New York: Norton, 2012.

Schwartz-Nobel, Loretta.  Poisoned Nation: Pollution, 

Greed, and the Rise of Deadly Epidemics.  New York: St. 

Martin’s, 2007.

 
   

HUMAN MISERY: 
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a free reality check from
Responsible Policies for Animals

Animal abuse is far more than we’re 

told.  It shapes our daily lives.  And if 

we don’t work to eliminate it, we will 

never experience peace, justice, 
health, or other aspects of a fulfilling life. 

THE ANIMAL-ABUSE FACTOR

Responsible Policies for Animals’

Guide to 
Animal Rights

  

All that human beings do to and 
with other animals and their natural 

homes is animal abuse.  Animal 
abuse has increased for more than 

50,000 years. It has never been 
reduced.  A political movement for 
equal rights of all animals is needed 
to reduce animal abuse and human 

misery and bring the American 
Revolution into the 21st century.

           

a free reality check from 
Responsible Policies for Animals

5Man the Hunted by Donna Hart and Robert W. 
Sussman

5A New Green History of the World by Clive 
Ponting

5Paradise Found by Steve Nicholls

5The Moral Landscape: How Science Can Deter-
mine Human Values by Sam Harris

5The Enemy of Nature by Joel Kovel

5Created from Animals by James Rachels

5Inventing Human Rights by Lynn Hunt

5Rights from Wrongs by Alan Dershowitz

5Rights of Man by Thomas Paine

5In Our Own Best Interest by William F. Schulz

5The History of Human Rights by Micheline R. 
Ishay

5Seneca Falls and the Origins of the Women’s 
Rights Movement by Sally G. McMillen

Join RPA
Your Responsible Policies for Animals member-
ship donation of $25 or more, by mail or www.
RPAforAll.org, gives you RPA’s unique bumper 
sticker, newsletter, updates – and the knowledge 
that you are contributing to the needed change.  
Ill, indigent, or incarcerated – be a donation-free 
honorary RPA member on request.

Thank you for considering these thoughts.  The 
situation is urgent.  We at RPA hope you will act 
now.

Responsible Policies for Animals

P.O. Box 891, Glenside, PA 19038, USA

215-886-RPA1

RPA@rpa1.org    www.RPAforAll.org

Help Bring the American Revolution 
into the 20th Century
Distinct from the War of Independence, the 
American Revolution continues in citizens’, 
authors’, scientists’ scholars’, artists’, advocates’, 
organizations’, and government’s endeavors to 
fully implement the Constitution and its stat-
ed principles: justice, liberty, equality, defense, 
tranquility, and the general welfare.  Counter-
revolutionaries such as conservatives, oligarchs, 
free-market and weapons fanatics, racists, 
misogynists, anti-Semites, and fascists have 
enormous influence.  The radical changes of the 
past 50,000 years – since animal abuse became 
routine and a source of status and humanist-ex-
tremist ideology – necessitate a radical move-
ment for equal rights of all animals.
     RPA’s campaigns, literature, website, blog, 
and presentations are designed to reduce ani-
mal abuse and undermine animal-abuse policy, 
culture, and practice by demanding that our 
institutions stop indoctrinating the public with 
false and harmful beliefs about human beings, 
other animals, and the living world; by promot-
ing all animals’ innate equality and personhood; 
and by teaching all that promotes equal rights of 
all animals.  
     Contact RPA, explore www.RPAforAll.org, be 
a part of the Animal-Rights Conversation Corps 
– help build the animal-rights movement.

Read Up
Many enlightening sources provide knowledge 
and thought useful for promoting equal rights of 
all animals.  The more we know, the more effec-
tive we can be.  Consider, among others, …

5RPA’s brochures Human Misery: The Ani-
mal-Abuse Factor and Animal-Knowing

5Animal Rights page at www.RPAforAll.org

5RPA’s Animal-Rights Strategy Bulletin #1: 
“Lead the Way to Equal Rights of All Animals”

5RPA founder David Cantor’s essay “Beyond 
Humanism, Toward a New Animalism”

Free RPA Literature

Help distribute RPA’s free brochures, white papers, and factsheets.  See www.RPAforAll.org.  Or Email.  Or Call.


